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SUMMARY
This report coveTsthe twel!h of a se%s oj systematti
te8t8being conductedby the ~dio?ud Advisory Committee
jor Aeronuuiti to comparedi~ereni tied controldevictx
m“th partimdar ri$mm.w to their e$ectwene+wat high
angles of attack. The pres.mi tw!a were ma& in the 7-
by 10#oot wind tunnel with two sizes of upper-surface
aileronx on rectangulux Clark Y wing modeik equipped
with fwiL8pan split jlaps. The upper+urface aileron-s
wereford jrom the upper potiti of the qii.t trai.liq
t?d@21Oj tti Wi7198. The ttxts showed the e~ect oj the
upper-surface aikron$ and oj the splti jhzp8 on the gen-
eral performance characteristicsof iYi4wing8, and on the
lateral COntrollalnliiyand 8tabiMy charactenktics. The
rewdt8are comparedwiih tlwszjor plain wings wriihordi-
nu~ aiikrorwoj similur 8ize3.
Wdh@ps @d, the upper-eurfme aibrorw with up-
om!y movementgave rolliq mama at angb oj aitack
behw the 8td thd were reamnubly close to an assumed
satisfacto~ valwe. The yawi~ moments (wind a.xa)
were positive (javorable) wiih @rge aileron dq%tiom
bti, ai all except the lowed angles of attack, they we
slightly negalwe (adverse] with small dq%cti.cww. The
controljorces were mwch greuhmthan tho8e oj ordinu~
ai.lerow oj timi.lur siza havi~ convmti.onulnwvemmt.
Wtih t?wjilzp8 dejlectedfor maximum lift, t?wupper-swr-
fa.ce aikrons gave contTolmomentscmwidedly belowthe
value amumedto be sdi.sfactoq. The magni.tud.aoj tb
positive (favorabb) yawing momenh were emal& than
thQ8e with j?Izp8 &T(d ad 9WgdVt? ((Z&MTSe)ones
occurred with smull aileron o?q?ectiow & all angles of
aitazk. Above the 8taU,j%ps neutral or dejlected, both
siza oj upper-eurjace aiLeron8indicated poor contTol.
The autorotaiw chura.a%-isticsof the wings with the
@p8 okjkzted were 8om4?whuikxsjaaorabl.e thun wiih the
ji’aps retracted.
INTRODUCTION
A series of systematic wind-tunnel investigations,
one of which is covered by this report, is being made by
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in
order to compare various lateral control devices. The
various devices are given the same routine tests to
show their relative merits in regard to lateral controlla-
bility and their effect on the lateral stability and on
airplane performance. They are being tested tit on
rectangular Clark Y wings of aspect ratio 6, followed
by wings with diiferent plan forms, wings with high-
lift devices, and also on wings with variations that
affect the lateral stability. The ii-at report of this
series (reference 1, part I) denls with three sizes of ordi-
nary ailerons, one of which is a medium-sized aileron
taken from the average of a number of conventional
airplanea and used as the standard of comparison
throughout the entire investigation. other work &at
haa been done in this series is reported in reference 1,
parts II to XL
The present report covers an investigation of “upper-
surface” ailerons, which appear to be one of the sim-
plest devices for lateral control of a wing that obtains
high lift by means of split flaps along the entire trailing
edge. Upper-surface ailerons are formed from the
upper portion of the split trailing edge of the wing,
which is hinged and deflected upward for contiol.
The split flaps increase both the lift and the drag of the
wing, enabling slower speeds and steeper glides. Refer-
ences 2, 3, and 4 give aerodynamic characteristics of
wings equipped with such flaps.
APPARATUS AND TESTS “ ‘
Models,-The model wings tested were equipped
with medium-sized and with long narrow upper-surface
ailerons, together with full-span split flaps having
medium and narrow chords, respectively. The main
portion of each of the two wing models was made of
laminated mahogany and the split trailing-edge por-
tion was made of aluminum alloy. The wings had the
Clark Y proiile and were rectangular in plan form with
a chord of 10 inches and a span of 60 inches.
The narrowwhord upper-surface ailerons were 15
percent of the wing chord wide and 60 percent of the
wing semispan long. This wing model was fitted with
a full-span split flap also 15 percent of the wing chord
wide. (See fig. 1.)
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The medium-chord upper+urface ailerons were 25
percent of the wing chord wide and 40 percent of the
wing semisprm long. A full-span split flap 25 percent
of the wing chord wide was used in conjunction with
them ailerons.
Both the ailerons and the flaps were mounted on the
wings in such a manner that they could either be locked
riggdly at any desired deflection or allowed to rotate
freely about their respective hinge axes. The gaps
between the ailerons or flaps and the wing were made as
small as practicable, and then sealed with a light grease.
Wmd tunqeL-All the present tests were made in
the N.A.C.A. 7- by lo-foot open-jet wind tunneL In
this tunnel the model is supported in such a manner
that the forces and moments at the quarter-chord point
of the mid-section of the model are measured directly
in coefficient form. For the testing of the wings in
rotation, the standard force-teat tripod is replaced by
a special mounting that permits the model to rotate
I If A
~--’” ‘/2 ,;:
i I “(l
about the longitudinal wind axis pawing through the
mid-span quarter-chord point. This apparatus is
mounted on the balance, and rolling-moment coefficients
can be read directly during forced-rotation teats. A
complete description of the abov~mcmtioned equip-
ment k given in reference 5.
Tests,-The tests were conducted in accordmce with
the standard procedure, and at the dynamic pressure
and Reynolds Number employed throughout the entire
serie9 of investigations on lateral control (reference 1).
The dynamic pressure ~aa 16.37 pounds per square
foot, corresponding to an air speed of 80 miles per hour
at standard density, and the average Reynolds Number
was 609,000, based on the wing chord of 10 inches.
The regular force tests were made with several flap
deflections and at a sticient number of angles of at-
tack to determine the maximum lift coefficient, the
minimum drag coeliicient, and the drag coefficient at
CL= 0.70, which is used to give a rate-of-climb crite-
rion. The force tests -were also made with a stickgt
number of aileron deflections, with flaps both neutral
and deflected various amounts, to give data for the
aileron rolling- and yawing-moment coefficients. Be-
cause of the large effect of yaw on the lateral stibility,
tests were made not only at 0° yaw, but also at an angle
of yaw of 20° , which represents the conditions in n
fairly severe sideslip.
Hinge moments of the ailerons were meaaured by
means of the calibrated twist of a long slender torque
rod extending along the hinge axis from the aileron to
the balance frame outside the air stream. These mo-
ments were obtained for various aileron deflections
with the flaps both neutral and deflected diiTerent
amount&
Free-autorotation teds were made to determine the
angle of attack above which autorotation wna self-
starting with ailerons neutral. Forced-rotation teats
were also made in which the rolling moment while rolling
was measured at the rotdional velocity corrwponding
~ p’b
~V= 0.05, the highest value likely to be obtained in
gusty air, and at anglm of yaw of both 0° and –20”.
The accuracy of the results presented in this report
is the same as that obtained in part I of the series. It
is considered satisfactory at all anglea of attack except
in the burbled region between 20° and 25°, where the
rolling, yawing, and hinge moments are relatively
unreliable due to the critical, and often unsymmetrical,
condition of the burbled air flow around the wing,
RESULTS
Coefficients,-The force-test results are givcm in
the form of absolute coefficients of lift and drag nnd of
the rolling and yawing momentm
c.. !$
u: rofi:;;ment
~%,- yawing moment
!zb~
where i3 is the total wing area, 6 is the wing span, and q
is the dynamic pressure. These coei3icients are ob-
tained directly from the balance and refer to the wind
(or tunnel) axes. The results as given am not corrected
for tunnel-wall effect.
The rewdta of the hinge-moment te9ta are given
~bout the aileron hinge axis by:
c.= hinge moment
qcs
where c is the wing chord. A positive sign of 0“ de-
motes a moment tending to make the trailing edge of
the aileron move downward, and a negative sign indi-
~atea the reverse. A positive sign is given to the
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downward deflection of ailerona horn neutral, and a
negative sign to the upward deflection.
The results of the forced-rotation tests are given,
also about wind axes, by a coefficient representing the
rolling moment due to rolling:
CA+
where x is the rolling moment m-ured while the
wing is rolling, and the other factom have the usual
significrmce. This coeilicient is used to indicate one of
the critical lateral-stability characteristics of a wing
when it is subjected to a rolling velocity equal to the
maximum likely to be encountered in controlled ilight in
very gusty air. This rolling velocity may be expressed
‘b
%
in terms of the wingspan as ~ E 0.06, where Vis tie air
speed at the center section of the wing and p’ is the
angular velocity in roll about the wind axis.
The results of all the teats, in terms of the foregoing
coefficients, are given in table I to VIH and in &urea
2t09,
DISCUSSION IN TERMS OF CRITERIONS
. For a comparison of the different lateral control
armngements, the rtxndts of the tests are discussed in
terms of criterions, which are explained in detail in
part I of reference 1 and briefly in the following par-
agraphs. In a few casea it has seemed advisable,
as the rcsuh of flight teds, to modify the original
form of the criterion, and where this has been done
the changes are noted. By use of the criterions a com-
parison of the effect of the diflerent control devices
on the generrd performance, the lateral controllability,
and the lateral stability may be made.
The ailerons used in the present tests are compared
with each other by means of the criterions, under the
conditions with flaps neutral and with flaps deflected
in table IX. In addition, values are included horn
part I for the standard (medium-s@ed) and the long
narrow ordinary ailerons on plain rectangular wings.
GENERALPERPOEMANCE
(.4mnoNt3 NIJumfi)
Wing area required for desired landing speed,—The
value of the maximum lift coefficient is used as a cri-
terion of the wing area required for the desired landing
speed, or ccnveraely for the landing speed obtained
with a given wing area. The value of the maximum
lift coefficient was practically the same for both wings
tested with flaps neutral as for the wings with the
ordinary ailerons. The maximum lift coefficient was
incrensed from 1.27 to 2.05 with the 15 percent c flap
down 60°, and from 1.26 ta 2.09 with the 25 percent c
flap down 46°, (See @s. 2 and 3.) These values are
about what would be expected from the results of pre-
vious tests with split flaps (reference 2).
Speed range.-The ratio OLJOD=,R is a convenient
figure of merit for comparison of the relative speed
range obtained with various wings. The value of the
speed-range ratio was slightly greater for the wings
&tad with flaps neutril than for the wings with ordi-
nary ailerons, the difl!erences probably being due to
slight variations in the models within the accuracy of
construction. With the 15 percent c flap down 60°
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the value was increased about 61 percent, and with the
25 -percent c flap down 45° the increase was about 66
percent.
13ate of climb,-In order to establish a suitable cri-
terion for the tiect of the wing and the lateral control
devices on the rate of climb of an airplane, the perform-
ance curves of a number of typca and sizes of airplanes
were calculated and the relation of the maximum rata
of climb to the lift and drag curves was studied. This
investigation showed that the L/D at CL= 0.70 gave a
consistently reliable figure of merit for this purpose.
,.
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The numerical T&le of this criterion was about the
same for the *._with flaps neutml m for the wings
with ordin~ ailerons. The values were greatly
reduced, however, with the split flaps deflected for
maximum lift, and they were lees for all flap deflec-
tions &ted than for the flap-neutral condition.
LATERALCON’YROLLAB~Y
(CONTROLS FULLY DEFLECTED)
Rolling criterion,-’l%e rolling criterion upon which
the control effectiveness of each of the aileron arrange-
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FIGURE3.—Llf&@, andcantiofpmsmmfor wing with 026 c fmllspan split nap
and 025 Cby 0.40 b/ZUPPW*C3 alle.roxm
ments is judged is a figure of merit that is designed to
be proportional ta the initial acceleration of the wing
tip, following a deflection of the ailerons from neutral,
regardless of the air speed or of” the plan form of the
wing. Expressed in coeEcient form for a rectangukw
monoplane wing, the criterion as used up to the
mxent has been
where Cl is the rolling-moment coeilicient about the
body axis due h. the ailerons. It appears de&able at
COM&UTTElil FOR AERONAUTICS
this time, as the result of numerous flight observations
(reference 6) obtained since the criterion was first
established, to alter the form of RO slightly so that in
this report
RC’+
L
where Cl’ is the rolling-moment coefficient about the
m“nd amk due to the ailerons, and onIy changes appre-
ciably in value from 01 at high anglea of attack. The
general form of RC, which is applicable to rmy wing
plan form, may be found in part I of the series.
The numerical value of the criterion that is assumed
to represent satisfactory control conditions is appro.si-
mately 0.075, the value given by the standard ordinary
ailerons with the assumed maximum deflection of
+25° at an angle of attack of 10°. (See part I, refer-
ence 1.) As a result of some recent flight tests (ref-
erence 7), it appears that a somewhat lower value of
RC’, 0.040 to 0.050, might be satisfactory under
ordinary flight conditions. Under other conditions,
particularly when controlled flight is attempted at
slow speeds in extremely gusty air, it is possible that
even the value of O.O75 might not be high enough for
entirely satisfactory control. Further flight informa-
tion would be of distinct value in clearing up present
uncertainty as to what constitute satisfactory control.
The ailerons are compared by means of the criterions
given in table IX for four representative angles of
~ttack: 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°. The 0° angle repre-
sents the high-speed and cruisiig attitudes; a = 10°
represents the highest angle of attack at which satis-
kwtory control with ordinary ailerons is obtained on
plain wings; a= 20° is the condition of greateat lateral
instability for the Clark Y wing, and is probably about
the greatest angle of attack obtainable in a steady
#ide with most present-day airplanes; and finally,
z= 30° is given only for a comparison with controls
For possible future types of nirplanes. The com-
pxisons are based on an up-only deflection of 70°,
the highest likely to be used, but which gave rLsome-
mhat lower rolling-moment coefficient nt an angle of
~ttack of 10° than the standard ailerons with an
3qual up-anddown deflection of 26°.
At a= 0°, flaps neutral, both eizca of ailerons gave
values of RC~ greatly in excess of that considered
necessary. With flaps deflected for maximum lift,
the values were reduced to slightly below that assumed
M satisfactory.
At a = 10°, flaps neutral, both sizes of upper-surface
ii.lerone gave somewhat less than the assumed sr&-
;actory value of RC1. With flaps deflected for maxi-
mmmlift, the values of RC’ given by the upper-surface
tierons were about 60 percent of the assumed satis-
!actcny values. It should be noted that, with flaps
low-n, better rolling control could be obtained by
inflecting the opposite aileron down in addition to
he up-aileron (@e. 4 and 5). An equal up-and-down
m a differential motion of the ailerons could be used.
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At a= 20°, flaps neutral, the values of RC’ given
by the upper-surface ailerons were lW than half of
the assumed satisfactory value, but were slightly
higher than the vahms given by the ordinary ailerons.
With flaps deflected for masimum lift the values of
RC’ were so low as to make the ailerons ineffective
as a source of rolling moments.
At a= 30°, flaps neutral or down, the values of RC’
given by the upper-surface ailerons were practically
zero. The long narrow ordinary ailmons with equal
up-and-down deflection, used on the plain rectangular
wing, gave a higher value of RC’ than any of the other
arrangements. (See also part I.)
Lateral contiol with sideslip.-If a wing is yawed
appreciably, a rolling moment is set up that tends to
raise the forward tip. The magnitude of this rolling
moment is always greater at very high angles of attack
than the available rolling moment due to ordinary
ailerons. The highest angle of attack at which the
aileron can balance the rolling moment due to 20°
yaw has been tabulated for all the ailerons tested, as
a criterion of control with sideslip. As previously
mentioned, 20° yaw represents the conditions in a
fairly severe sideslip. The upper-surface ailerons
(flaps neutral) gave rollkg control against the effect
of 20° sideslip up to a.qlcs of attick 10 or 2° lower
than for the ordinary ailerons of similar sizes. With
flaps deflected for maximum lift, the argle of attack
at which the upper-surface ailerons gave control
against the sideslip was 2° lower than when the flaps
were in the neutral position.
Yawing moment due to ailerons.-The magnitude
and oven the direction of the ymving moment de&able
from +lerons have not been definitely determined up
to the present time. It w-as thought in the past,
particularly with reference to acrobatic flying and
probably also with reference to most ordinary ma-
neuvem, that to the pilot the maneuvem would seem
as if they occurred about the airplane, or body, axes.
For a highly maneuverable or acrobatic airplane,
therefore, it was thought that complete independence
of the three aerodynamic controls about the body
axea would probably be a ddrable feature. Recent
flight tests made in an investigation of several lateral
control devices (reference 6) indicate that the yawing
action of the ailerons as observed by the pilot is that
which would be expected from the yawing moments
occurring about the wind axtx, not those about the
body axea. It is hoped that a continuation of this
investigation, in which some of the most promising
ailerons and spoilers developed in the series of wind-
tunnel tests on lateral control devices are being teated
in flight, will give sticient information on yawing
momenti to settle the que9tion as to the amount of
yawing moment dmirable for various flying conditions.
The indication is, at the present time, that zero or
very small yawing moments about the wind axes are
de&able for acrobatic flying and possibly for flying in
general, but that yawing moments of such a sense
that they tend to retard the low wing in IL turn defi-
nitely improve the lateral control at anglea of attack
above the stall. From the remdts of the above-mcm-
tioned flight tests, it is believed desirable in the present
report tQ give the yawing-moment coefficient in tho
criterion table about the wind axes (0.’), rather than
about the body axes (Cn) as in previous reporh of
this series. The yawing moments are often negative
with respect to the wind axes but at the same ti&e
positive with respect to the body axes. The signs of
the ymving-moment coefficient as given in the tablea
and figuw are in agreement with the N. A.C.A no-
menclature in which yawing moments tending to
produce clockwise rotation are regarded as positim.
The concept of positive yawing moments as momeuts
that aid the roll (generally termed “favorable”) nnd
negative moments as those that oppose tho roll (gm-
eraUy termed “adverse”) is also used throughout
except as regards the aileron when deflected down-
ward. The aileron being at the right wing tip then
tends to produce roll in a counterclockwise direction
and the coefficients therefore have signs opposite to
those of the up-aileron at the same tip.
At anglw of attack below the stall both sizes of uppor-
surface aileron9 (flaps neutral) gave positive (favor-
able) yawing moments with large aileron deflections
but at medium and high angles of attack they gave very
small negative (adverse) moments with small deflec-
tions. Just above the stall the yawing moments were
negative (adverse) even with large deflections. Them
characteristics are definitely better than those of cor-
responding sizes of ordinary ailerons. With flops
down for maximum lift, the magnitude of the positive
(favorable) yawing moments were smaller than those
with flaps neutral, and negative (adveme) yowing
moments occurred with small aileron deflections at
practically all angles of attack.
LATZEALSTASILITY
(AILERONSNEUTRAL)
Angle of attack above which autorotation is self-
starting,-This criterion is a measure of the range of
angles of attack above which autorotation will start
from an initial condition of practically zero rai% of
rotation. With the split flaps neutral the limiting
angle of attack was the same as for the wings without
flaps, but with the split flaps deflected for maximum
lift the limiting angle was reduced 3° to 4°.
Stability against rolling oaused by gusts.-Tost
flights have shown that in severe gusts a rolling veloc-
ity may be attained such that ‘lb =0.06. Con-
2V
sequently, the rolling moment of a wing due to rolling
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at this due of@~V gives a measure of one factor
aflecting lateral-stability characteristics in rough air.
In the present case, the angle of attack at which this
rolling moment becomes zero is used as a more severe
criterion than the previously mentioned angle at
which autorotation is self-starting, to indicate the
practical upper limit of the nsefd angle-of-attack
range. As in the case of the angle of attack above
which autorptation was self-starting, the angle of
p’b
instability while rotating with — =0.05 was the same
2V
for the wings with split flrLps neutral as for the wings
without flaps. With flaps deflected for maximum lift
rtt0° yaw (fig. 6), the angle of attack for initial instabil-
ity wna 4° lower than for the wings with flaps neutral.
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With 20° yaw, the wingg with split flaps neutral,
like the wings with ordinary ailerons, had an angle of
attack for initial instability 6° or 7° lower than that
with 0° yaw. With the wings with split flaps deflected
for maximum lift, the angle for initial instability was
shifted to negative values so that the wings showed a
distinct tendency, at all normal angles of attack, to
increase an initial rate of rotation in roll when the
direction of motion of the roll and the yaw were of the
same sign. (See fig. 7.) This characteristic might be
mpectcd to impair the lateral stability of airplanes
equipped with split flaps.
The precading criterion shovm the critical range
below which the stability is such that any rolling. is
damped out, and above which instability exists. The
remaining lateral-stability criterion, maximum G,
indicates the degree of the maximum instability. All
the rotation teats showed somewhat unsymmetrical
conditions in the two directions of rotation, and the
maximum value of CXfound with any angle of attack
in either direction of rotation is used as the criterion.
At 0° yaw, the wings with split flaps neutral had the
wme mtium tendency to autorotate as the wings
with ordinary ailerons but, with split flaps down for
maximum lift, this tendency was increased somewhat.
The maximum autorotational moment at 20° yaw is
of importance for the condition in which the airplane is
dridded and the forward wingtip is rolled upward or the
rear tip downward by means of a gust. This autorota-
Angle of affack, degrees, d
Fmwm7.-RoUing-moment cnatTJ.entdue to rollfng at~O.OS for wfng vdtb
0.15CfUU4P3nsplitfillIMIItd,and with fhp down. –W YP.W.
tional moment, which is large for the wings having
split flaps neutral and for the wings with ordinary
ailerons, increased slightly with the narrow-ohord
flaps deflected for maximum lift and decreased slightly
for the medium-chord flaps.
CONTEOL FORCE BEQUIBED
The hinge-moment coefficients Ior the two sizes of
upper-surface ailerons are plotted in iigures 8 and 9 for
both the flap-neutral and flapdeflected conditions. A
control-f orce criterion, with which the various lateral
control devices are compared in regard to the control-
stick force required to attain the asanmed maximum
. .. .. —...——. —— —-
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deflections, is based on a control-stick movement of
+ 25° and is independent of air speed. This critarion
is
I
ment are about three times m great as those of ordi-
nary ailerons of corrwponding sizes with equal up-
anddown movement (split flaps neutral). Compared
with the ordinary ailerons having an up-only move-
ment of 70°, however, the values of CF for the upper-
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where F is the force applied at the end of the control
lever of length 1, and &/25 is the gmr ratio between
the aileron and the control lever.
Values of CF are given in the table of criterions
(table IX) for the two sizes of upper-surface ailerons
surface ailerons are about the same. (See part I,
reference 1.) These values are much too high for
practical operation, and an investigation of methods for
reducing the hinge moments of upper-surface ailerons
is now under way in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel.
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FIGURE9.—Hfngem0meatuwllidenta of 02S c npparamffme afleron wftb splft tip neutral, and with ffap down
with split flaps both neutral and deflected for maxi- One possible method of reducing the control force
mum lift, and for the two corresponding sizes of ordi- might be to rig the upper-surface ailerons up o small
nary ailerons. At a=OO and CZ=lOO, the values of amount when neutral and to provide them with an
CF for the upper-surfam ailerons with up-only move- ordimq differential movement, although this might
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cause a small increase of minimum drag. A pre-
liminmy investigation indicated that this method
was not very promising and other arrangements
which appear more satisfactory are being investigated
in the wind tunnel.
With the split flaps deflected for maximum lift,
the values of OF for the upper-surface ailerons at
a==OO rmd 10° are reduced to nearly the same ss
those of the ordinary ailerons with equal up-and-down
movement, on account of the reduced speed at the
same angle of attack.
It will be noted that for approximately the same
rolling control the values of CT’ are considerably
smaller for tho long narrow ailerons than for the
medium ailerons.
CONCLUSIONS
1. With the split flaps neutral, the upper-surface
ailerons gave values of the rolling criterion R(?’
reasonably close to the assumed satisfactory value at
anglea of attack below the stall. With the flaps
deflected for maximum lift, the rolling control was
considerably below the assumed satisfactory value,
but might be sticient under ordinsxy flight condi-
tions. Above the stall, little or no rollhg control
was indicated with the flaps either neutral or down.
2. At angles of attack below the stall both sizes
of upper-surface ailerons (flops neutral) gave positive
(f~vorable) yawing moments with large deflections
but with small deflections at all except the lowest
angles of attack they gave small negative (adveme)
yawing moments. Just above the stall the yawing
moments were negative (adverse) even with large
deflections. With the flaps deflected for maximum
lift the magnitudm of the positive (favorable) yaw-
ing moments were smaller than those with flaps
neutral, and negative (adverae) ones occurred with
small aileron deflections at all angles of attack.
3, The control forces required to operate upper-
surface ailerons with up-only deflection would be too
great for practical use.
4. The autorotationrd tendencies of both wings
were somewhat greater with the flaps deflected than
with them retracted. With the flaps deflected and
the wings yawed, a tendency to rotate in one direc-
tion was shown throughout the entire usable angle-
of-attack range, a characteristic that might be ex-
pected to result in some impairment of the lateral
stability of airplanes equipped with split flaps.
IJANGLHY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY CO~~ITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY rrELD, VA., June 8, 1934.
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cm’ m . . . . . . . . -------- .021 -------------- .017 ------- .007 -------- ...----- .W1 -------------- --.---- .am -.m7 –..--.. -.012
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TABLE V1l—ROTA’IT.ON TESTS. CLARK Y WING WITH 0.2S0 FULW3PAN SPLIT FLAP
Cl is givenforformalmtatfonat*~[~] ‘titi~&~&im
Aflemnnentrd
R.N. -@Eylb3. Veloeity-W M.p.k
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TABLE VIII.-HINGEhfOMENT COEFFICIENTS. CLARK Y WING WITH 0.26c BY 0.40 ~ UPPER-SURFACE
AILERON AND 0.25c FULL-SPAN SPLIT FLAP
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TABLE 1X.—CRITERIONS SHOWING RELATIVE MERITS OF AILERONS
Ailerm.. 0.15s by 0.60b/2 Aikrom O& by 0.40 bfi I
‘W& U!J#&hifnary Ordfmry
Snbjed Crfterlon ?@down
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